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Each planting season you get one chance to get it just right. Making sure
your planter is performing optimally and each seed is being placed at the
right depth, at the right spacing and at the right population is critical. 
Bestof all, you can improve the planter you already know and love.

Connect All Your Displays
InCommand and AgFiniti connect seamlessly share guidance lines, as-planted 
maps for AutoSwath, configurations and more across your operation. No longer 
worry about needing to move variety maps from the planter to the combine.

POWERFUL PLANTING TOOLS

SeedCommand®

InCommand: Use the Seed Row 
unlock for the InCommand 1200 
to select your rate by row.
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Planter Performance has Been a Guessing Game Until Now
At the row level, planter performance issues, like skips and doubles, are quickly identified so operators can immediately take 
action and avoid costly mistakes. That’s not it! See multiple screens at once with InCommand’s unique split-screen feature. Don’t 
wait until harvest to evaluate planter performance - get InCommand!

SEE YOUR PLANTER’S
PERFORMANCE LIKE

NEVER BEFORE

Integrated Machine Guidance 
InCommand features a built-in 
lightbar and autosteer capabilities.

Satellite Imagery
Maximize your visibility in the 
field with satellite imagery.

Unmatched Planting Visibility
Get row-level mapping for spacing, 
skips, doubles, downforce applied, 
and more.  

Split-Screen Display 
View two screens at once with 
the split screen feature. Choose 
between in-depth analysis 
screen, or historical maps and 
data, and more!
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Perfect Spacing
SureSpeed accurately places seed 
at 12 mph, but also at speeds 
much slower. Perfect planting is a 
priority, speed is an added bonus. 

mph mph

mph

There are years that narrow planting windows force farmers to decide 
whether they plant faster and sacrifice seed placement or to drag out the 
season but place seeds optimally. We say “why choose?” with the introduction 
of SureSpeed, available for spring 2021 corn and soybean planting. 

SURE AT ANY SPEED

SeedCommand®

InCommand: Know your planter 
is performing. System alarms will 
alert users of potential planter 
issues and how to fix them.

NEW!
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FOR ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY

Ease of Use
Controlled by the industry-leading, 
user-friendly InCommand 1200 
display.

Pair with SureForce
SureSpeed paired with SureForce 
maintains consistent ground 
contact and smooth row unit ride 
with increasing speed in varying 
conditions.

NEW!

Singulation & Spacing
Unique meter design and controlled transfer of seeds 
from meter to delivery device maximizes singulation 
and ensures perfect spacing at speeds up to 12 mph. 

Aftermarket Solution
With solutions for various makes and models of box hopper 
and bulk fill planters, the system was designed to give your 
planter high accuracy at high speeds.

Performance
The flighted delivery belt has the lowest release point in the industry 
for consistent spacing at any speed. 

Maintenance
Low maintenance system. No tools required. 
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AgFiniti: Know exactly how much 
down force was applied, row by 
row, across your whole planting 
operation. Take this information 
with you to verify stand health 
and variety performance.

YOUR PLANTER REIMAGINED

SeedCommand®

SeedCommand products come together to bring unmatched planter 
technology to your farm. Fields planted at consistent depths and spacing 
make for uniform emergence, picket fence stands and ultimately more yield 
come harvest. So what are you waiting for?

Individual Row Control
Monitor, record and control the down pressure needs of each 
individual row to allow for consistent planting depths across 
various topography and soil conditions.

No Margins, No Guessing
Let InCommand and SureForce do the work for you! Simple 
user preference settings maintain your gauge wheel contact 
and there’s no guessing with InCommand’s high-resolution 
row-by-row down force map.

Dual-Acting Control
Hydraulic Down Force applies up to 650 lbs. additional weight 
to the row unit to overcome the heaviest compaction. Integrated 
Hydraulic Uplift removes weight from the row unit to maintain 
consistent planting depth regardless of soil conditions.

View Down Force Maps On the Go
View gauge wheel load and down force applied maps on your 
InCommand display, or with AgFiniti. 

SureForce
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POWERFUL METER CONTROL
SureDrive Electric Drives

Powerful Meter 
Control 
Individual row section 
control to quickly vary 
the speed for population 
rate changes and turn 
compensation. 

Turn Compensation
SureDrive automatically 
adjusts meter speed 
on each row to keep a 
consistant population 
around turns, contours 
and terraces. 

Maintenance Free
SureDrive’s robust, 
sealed construction is 
maintenance free for 
durability and reliability.

Versatile to Work 
with Your Meter
The electric drive motor 
isn’t tied to a specific 
brand or type of seed 
meter - including hard-
pulling finger meters. 


